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PROJECT

Exchanges of Gifts and Knowledge Between Europeans and non-

Europeans since the Eighteenth Century

  This is a study of gift-giving as a critical point in the exchanges of ethnographic knowledge between Europeans
and non-Europeans. The study will look at actual gift exchanges between Europeans and indigenous peoples since
the late
eighteenth century; how the objects and the intent of giving were understood at the time; the ethnographies
resulting from them; and theoretical interpretation of these exchanges culminating in the ethnological literature of
the early twentieth century.
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TUESDAY COLLOQUIUM, 06.03.2007

Intellectual history as global history:

European travelers and their gifts, 1750-1925

  Most intellectual historians in the United States try to show how art and ideas have developed in response to
internal challenges, notably the political and industrial revolutions in European society since the late eighteenth
century. My recent work has focused instead on how European thinkers developed their social theories in response
to encounters with indigenous peoples. I have argued that Europeans were not detached scientific observers, but
used these encounters to test or confirm the political preconceptions they brought from home; and that the
encounters, far from bringing different cultures into immediate contact, were highly mediated events in a global
network of knowledge.

Gift-giving, the subject of my current research, has been a widely practiced form of communication and exchange in
the history of cultural contact. Marcel Mauss's essay The Gift (1925) famously defined gift exchanges as a system of
mutual obligations and stimulated an outpouring of comments on gift-giving from scholars across a broad range of
the humanities and social sciences. Mauss's essay started out from indigenous Pacific societies and then took the
important step of bringing gift-giving back home, describing its role in the "archaic" European societies of antiquity
and the middle ages. My research pushes the temporal boundaries of gift-giving forward by reconstructing its
significance for European social thinkers from the eighteenth to the early twentieth century.

My talk will illustrate the significance of gift-giving with one example and with a brief sketch of my research
agenda. George Forster's account of his voyage around the world with Captain Cook (1772-1775) shows three
functions of gift-giving for a modern thinker: as a medium of interaction with extra-European peoples, as a topic
for critical reflection, and as an intra-European practice. I am researching these functions of gift-giving in five
ethnological models of modern European social thought, which I will present in roughly chronological order:
missionary, liberal, utopian, aristocratic, and social democratic. Taken together, they reveal a richer historical
discussion than has hitherto been observed and enlarge our contemporary conception of gift-giving.
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